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DS-64i DS-64i

Your Mailing Assistant
Automate your document processing with an intuitive, flexible folder-inserter 

Companies are always looking for more efficient, productive and secure ways of streamlining the processing of their 
business-critical communications. Ideally suited for businesses that are searching for a solution to automate a wide variety 
of document sizes and types, the DS-64i folder-inserter will meet all company communication needs with ease.
 
The DS-64i comes with standard full page barcode reading capabilities to ensure increased customer security and a 
professional appearance for variable-page jobs. With multiple feeder options, the DS-64i offers optimal flexibility and 
convenience when processing documents and filling envelopes.

Accurately Personalised Mailing

As a connected machine, the DS-64i incorporates Quadient's 
Output Management Software, which brings an added value in 
communication accuracy, splitting jobs between physical and 
digital mail and incorporating inserts to selected audiences to 
further target existing or potential customers. 
OMS works seamlessly with the DS-64i to optimise your 
outbound document workflow, giving your customers a 
professional presentation of their documents.

Expand Your Mailing Process

To adapt to changing needs, DS-64i offers 
scalability through our Premium Package upgrade. 
With the Premium Package, you will enjoy increased 
envelope speed, folding capacity, monthly volume 
and multisheet capacity per feeder. Your DS-64i can 
be upgraded at any time.

1. High-Capacity Vertical Stacker 
Able to hold up to 325 envelopes, 
the vertical stacker guarantees 
easy envelop unloading and print 
order preservation for all jobs.
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2. Touchscreen Display
The DS-64i’s easy to use 7-inch 
touchscreen and interface make 
machine operation simple and 
intuitive.
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4. Feeders
Different feeder configurations with a special 
short tray and maxi feeder for inserts provides 
an increased production speed and capacity.
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Increase speed and reduce operating 
costs through automation

Expense Control
Avoid sending documents to the 
wrong person

Risk Mitigation

Maximise you customer relations by 
personalising your communications

Revenue Growth
Target specific audiences with inserts to 
expand 1:1 customer engagement

Customer EngagementBarcode Intelligence 

Quadient's exclusive CIS scanning device is able to read 
different types of barcodes, including  BCR 1D & 2D, OMR 
and OCR; regardless of their location on the page. CIS 
ensures that all multi-page jobs will be joined together in 
the correct order and sent to the correct addressee, giving 
increased communication security.

Business Impact

3. CIS Scanning
Full page scanning capabilities with the 
ability to read BCR 1D & 2D, OMR and 
OCR provides added security and 
ensures correct page order for all 
enclosed documents.

DS-64i

Automated Online Reporting

The DS-64i is a fully connected machine, allowing 
the system to upload key usage information to your 
NeoStats reporting. Featuring detailed analysis such 
as daily trends, envelope content count, secure/
barcoded mailing usage and mailing details you’ll 
have the necessary information to control and 
improve your outbound communications.



We’ve Got You Covered

Quadient maintains a network of offices across the country to provide local customer support and trained technicians 
who are ready to assist you. You can be confident that when you need knowledgeable support or expert service, our 
local professionals will be there to help.

Specifications

Processing speed Up to 2,500 env. / hour Paper height 90 to 356 mm; 3.5”to 14”

7" Colour touch screen Standard Envelope width 160 to 248 mm; 6.3" to 9.7"

Automatic settings Standard Envelope height 90 to 162 mm; 3.5" to 6.38"

FlexFeed multi-format feeder Standard Maximum set thickness 2 mm

Multi-sheet feeding Standard & up to 10 sheets Accumulate before folding Standard

Cascade from all feeders Standard Tip-to-tip sealing Standard

Feeder configurations 1/1.5/2/2.5 stations Options

CIS scanning Optional Barcode Recognition (BCR) Standard

Job memory 50 Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) Standard

Manual feed Standard with upper feeder
Optical Character Recognition 
(OCR)

Standard

Exit options catch tray/HCVS/side exit Short feeders Expert or Special

Feeder capacity Up to 325 sheets (80g/m²) MaxiFeeder Expert or Special

Inserts capacity
Up to 1,200 with Maxi Feeder 
(A5, 80g)

Output Management Software Available

Fold types
V-fold, C-fold, Z-fold, Double 
V-fold, no fold

Mailing system interface Mechanical

Noise level 64.8 dBA to 67.8 dBA Premium License Upgrade Available

Paper width 130 to 230 mm

Quadient® and the Quadient logo are registered trademarks of Quadient group AG. All other 
company and product names may be trademarks and are the property of their respective 
owners. All information in this document, including descriptions of features, functions, 
performance and specifications is subject to change without written notice at any time. 
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